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Foreword

.1n today's sophisticated business environment, managers are seeking methods to speed up

processrocess of collecting informati6n,,,ind feeding it to the electronic computers for processing.

Manufacturers of data processing equipment hive responded to the needs of business by developing
machines that store huge volumes-of data and process.them at high speeds. The capacities of

these larg computing systems require the data to be recorded very rapidly with 100 percent

accuracy. As a result, the data entry operations, field has grown and methods have diversified

to keep st .h the demands of the industry. The content of this publication may be used
in secondary schools and adult education programs to assist in preparing individuals who
wish to enter the data entry field or to upgrade personnel already working in the data processin

area.

The,deveropment of materials designed to train workers for the field of data processing
was initiated by Hobart H. Conover, Chief, BUreau of Business Education. Appreciation is

expresed to Carl Appey, data processing instructor, Nassau County BOCES, Westbury, for
preparing the instructional materials. *.Assistance relating to content was provided by Ronald
W. Wing, associate in the Fureau of Business Education.' The Rroject wag koordinated and the
manuscript prepared for publication by Nelson S. Maurer, associate in the tbreau of Continuing

Education Curriculum Development.

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT, Director
.DivisiOn of Curriculum Develbpment

HERBERT BOTHAMLEY, Chief
Bureau of Continuing Education

Curriculum Development
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Message to the Instructor

Career Preparation in Data Processing is part of a cluster of occupational preparation
related to the field of data processing. The principles and practices. outlined in this guide
are particularly important for persons who wish to enter the field of data entry operations
or for individuals who wish to upgrade their present skills. The content builds on a base
of elementary understandings and permits the student to apply his knowledge and refine his
skills at each step of the educational proCess. Throughout the various units, the_students
progress should be evaluated in'terms of the specific performarice objectives.

The program may also be used as part of the occupational preparation for data processing
clerical personnel. Secondary and adult students who are learning about or have experience
in data processing can use the basil skills to develop,a specialization that will be useful in
their career development.

The instructor is urged to use this outline with his students'in relation to their stage
of development. Individual and sma 1 group learning activities should be utilized and improved
upon with experience. While we fee that the eletents of a successful program are contained
in this publication, please let us now where future improvements can be made.

ROBERT H. BIELEFELD, Director
Division of Occupational Education struction

HOBART H. CONOVER, Chief
Bureau of BusinessEducation
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Introduction

The electronic data processing industry affects
the lives of many people. The growth 'of the industry
has been phenomenal..,In 1970 there were about 40,000
computers in use and it has been. estimated that the
number will mom,than double in the next few years.

Lately, manufacturers of data processing eiuip-
ment have been directing their attention to the"

^4 small business market. Firms that previously used
manual data processing systems can now affOrd to
convert to an economical automated system. Also,
larger companies already using electronic computing
equipment are adopting direct data entry methods.
Thus, the increase in the use of data processing
equipment. the development of:Minicomputers and the
adoption of direct entry systems have resulted in an
increased demand for qualified operators of card-,
punch machines and data recorders using magnetic
,tape and disks.

PuApoisa o.6 Coate

-This nurse is designed to .assist in the
preparatio of individuals for employment as data
entry operators. Persons already, peiforming clerical
functions can use th4..s course to upgrade their skills
in order to gaii a more profitable positron. Also,
peopleyishing to supplement their income may use
thip course to gain the 'skills necessary to obtain
part..tiJne employment.

fi

fv

Coutze DucAiption

Career Preparation in Data
in secondary schools and dult p
prepare individuals for e ployme
operators. The units i the cou

Unit 1 - Introduction to Prztj

Processing
Unit 2 - Nonbuffered Card Pt
,Unit 3 - Punched Card Verifl
Unit 4 - Buffered Card ,Punc
Unit 5 - Key-to-Tape Data R
Unit 6 -'Key-to-DiSk,Data Re

Unit 1 should be used as anl
of the succeeding units. Unft 31
after Unit 2! Units 2, 4, 5, and
contained" and include the neqss
knowledge related to each spec fi,

o

units do not build on the cont-n1
ther units and, therefare,,ma

sequence desired. Because of hd
buffered card,punshes, key-tor-
machines, students would under
better if they were'presented

Time-Requited

The cotient for Unit 1 ma'
approximately '3 to 4 hours. 'A

I
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Coultze Deiseniption

Career Preparation in Data Processing may be used
in secondary schools' and adult programs to help
prepare individuals for-employment as data entry
operators. The units in the course include:

Unit 1 - Introduction to Punched Card Data
Processing

Unit 2 Nonbuffered Card Punch Machines
Unit 3 - Punched Card Verifiers
Unit A Buffered Card Punch/Verifiers
Unit 5 Key-td-Tape/Data Recordef's
Unit 6 Key- t -Disk Data Recorders

Unit r sho d be used as an introduction for any
of the succeeding units. Unit,3 should be presented
after Unit 2. Units 2, 4, 5, ana6 are "self-.
cOntained" and include the necessary skills and
knowledge related teeach specific machine. These
units do not build on the contents contained in

. other units and-, therefore, maybe taught in any
sequence desired. Because of the complex nature of

buffe'red card punches, key-to-tape, and key-tq-disk,
Machines, students would understand Units 4, 5, and 6
better if they were presented afterUnits 1 and 2.

Time Required'

. ,

The content fpr Unit 1 may be presented in'
approximately 3 fo-4,hours. Any one of the subsequent'

'
c3A
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trotdction
,

uni s will need.30 to 40 hours of instruction time

15'e
machine provided pupils halie completed su cegs-,

fu l( At least a half-year typewriting course .,.This

indl des the keyboard skills as well as the o erat-
ion/ f the Nerifier. Veryfier.bperations, h wevei

should not:be emphasized, pecadse employers iove this

typ of work to their mpre.experi.enced people:and use
the newly hired worIcer A:cdata-entry'opera ors.

4

I

When the nonbuff red card punch 4chin g Are:
taught firsts the students have an ,easier time
adjustingto the more sophisti'cated hqffered card
punches, key-to-tape, and'key-to rdisk devices. This

procedure reduces the instructional.time for the
other machines to approximately 20 hoursTer device.

Fo,uat

The two-column format is designed tostssistin
the planning and instructing process. The topics
necesary fOr an adequate presentation are giyen,
in the left-hand column. Teaching methods And
suggestions for making the presentation more .

effective are given in the right-hAnd Column. Also,

selected references are listed here with the:,cdplete
citations given in the biblj,osraphy vhderthe 14.adin
of Textbooks found on page 35. ,

At the top of each unit are listed the:general,

objectives which are stated in termsof the
activities that the student is,able to de ."As.a result

of the? instruction. The.standards'Of,aohievemenI
should be at least the minimum prdicienCY necessary .

for entry employment as data entrx:operatrst. 0

C

FaCitZtiez
4 :

There Should be one work 'station for each.member"

;of the class: If.thii is nOi,possibke,d4e to

economic or physical limitations, two work stations

4

4

s -
for every three members "shoUq.d.,,be

There should be demons.tra

wild 1,;,e used mainly ,during the fi

of the course. ' Plan to have dt.1

feet of space or each wOrY stati
space'-is-needed for storage of 'su

%Aerials. ,

Appe,Lcati.dn Secon'claAy. Sc.t400t.,o\.

,
The content of this outline"

of instruction in courses"of Auto
and OffiCe_Practice when key7entr
in local, high schools'and'area oc

The units electedtwilldepend on
available; the level of proficien
the employment opportunities,.and
pfevai-ent in the area. -

An area center-May'offei a h
k y-entry evicesancaiding/thq c
in tructi hal unIts, but the cou

inc de elated content from.Offi
Automatic Qata,Proqessing;:. Such
study should be submitted to the

.Curricurum gpvelopmeht for approv

Units of.this course maybe
.offerings as Officeqsfacticeand,
Processing when key-entry deviees
comprehensive high schools.. "Iles

used as the content forlShorAou
singl-perj,pd -course devoted to t

'iey-entry,device,s. The units set
/Upon' the equipmelot available aid ,

emploYMentTn the area.

4. ,A

App :ca ikt!Adutt Education :2.

The' units of this guidat

0
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pupils have completed success-
-year typewriting course. This
[ skills as well as the operat-
Verifier operations, however
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more experienced people and use
s as data entry operators.

ered card purth machines are
ents have an easier time
sophisticated buffered card/
and key-to-disk devices. This
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ormat is designed to assist in
cting Rrocess. The topics

ate presentation are given
. Teaching methods and

g the presentation more
the right-hand column. Also,

e lis,ted here with the complete
e bibliography under the heading
page, 3S.

111

ch.uhit are listed the general
stated in terms of the
uient is able to do as a result
Thstandards of achievement
%minimum proficiency necessary
as data entry operators.

ohe.work station for ach member

s is not possible e toe,

limitations, two ork stations'

for every three members should be considered minimal:',

There should be a group demonstration area which
will be used mainly during the first few sessions

of the course. Plan to have at least 36 square

feet of space for each work station. Additional
space is needed for storage of supplies and teaching

materials.

Appiication in Secondary Schooa

The content of this outline is suited for units
of instruction in courses of Automatic Data Processing
and Office Practice when key-entry devices are taught
in local high schools and-area occupational centers.
The units selected will depend;on the equipment
available, the level of proficiency to be achieved,
the employment opportunities, and job standards
prevalent in the area.

An area center may offer a half-year course in
key-entry devices including the content of these
instructional units, but the course also needs to

-- include related co ent from Office Practice and/or
Automatic Data P cessing. Such a proposed course of
study should be submitted to the Bureau of Secondary
Curriculum Dev lopment for approval.

Units'of is course may be included in such

offerings as Of ce Practice and Automatic Data
Processing when key-entry devices are taught in
comprehensive high schools. These units also may be

used as the content for short courses of a- half-year,
single-period course devoted tothe operation of
key-entry devices. The units 'selected will depend
upon the equipment available and opportunities' for

employment in the area.

Application in AduLt EducatLonx....f.,

The units of this guide mayvbe used in an4dult

oA
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education program for a single course or a series of
courses. Units 1, 2, and 3 would provide suitable
content for a course in keypunch operation for a
school equipped with nonbuffered card punch machines
and verifiers.

Unit'l, 2, 3, and 4 may be used in schools
equipped with nonbuffered, buffered, and verifier
card punch machines.. These four unit equire
approximately, 60 to 80 hours of ins uct on. Because
most adult eddcation courses are fro 30 to 40 hours
in length, it is recommended that two courses be
offered and the adult students be encouraged to
follow one course with the other. When only one
course is offered, the level of productive speed
will be lower because some of the time usually
devoted to proficiency development will have to be
sacrificed.

When a school does not have enlih machines of
each type to accomodate the entire class atone
time, the various machines will have to be taught
concurrently. Because the total instructional time
needed for all units is 9.0 to 120 hours, a series of
three combinations should be offered which would
provide instruction on all machines at the same time.
The suggested course titles under such conditions
wauld be, Key-Entry Device Operation 1, 2, and 3.

AN/

WAn a school has enough machines of the
'various.types for individual use, specialized course
for each machine may be off'ed. If the courses are
not offered in series, thelfollowing 30 to 40 hour
Combination are suggested:

Course Title

Ke unching 1,
Key unching 2
Key,to-Tape Operation
Key-to-Disk Operation

10

Units 'Included .

1 and 2
3 and 4

5

6

Adult education instructa's
review the revised Office Practi
how the course fits into the ove
program. Also, Chapter IV, Teac
Chapter V, Job Instruction Sheet
insights relative to the plannin
information to students. Copies
syllabus may be obtained from th
business education.

Cia64tcom :.(anagement

Fn an installation that doe
machines of a given type for eac
system 14ere-one student acts as
the, second student operates the
When the buddy system is used, s
projects are recommended in orde
observation time to a minimum.
are likely-to result in little 1
observer and detract from the le
machine operator. Short time sp
students exchange roles give the
review and digest the material'h
provide short rest perio8 fort
students may be started oh diffe
rotation system.

Keyboard drilling is necess
speed and accuracy,.hoyetrer, it
boring task. To alleviate this%
projects should be interspersed
-sessions.

The use of simulators for k
ment is not recommended except as
during keyboard familiarization.
keys on a simulator,as quite d"
a keypunch and thus the use of s
mildly effective. A typewriter

- simulator also fails to give .the
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Introduction

Adult education instructors from industry should
review the revised OffifePractices Syllabus to see
how the course fits into the overall Office Practice
program. Also, Chapter IV, Teaching Methods, and
Chapter V, Job Instruction Sheets, might provide some
insights relative to the planning and presenting of
information to students. Copies.of the revised
syllabus may be obtained from the supervisor of

does not have enough machines of
date the entire class at one
achines will have to be taught
se the total instructional time
is 90 to 120 hours, a series of

hould'be offered which would
on all machines at the same time.'
title's under such conditions

Device Operation 1, 2, and 3.

as enough machines of the
dividual use, specialized course
be,, offered. If the,ourses are
s, the following 30 to 40 hour
ested:

Units Included

g 1 and 2
3 and 4

6

In an installation that does not have sufficient
machines of a given type for each student, a buddy
system where one student acts as an observer while
the second student operates the machine may be Used.
When the buddy system is used, short instructional
projects are recommended in order to keep the
observation time to a minimum. Extended'idle periods
are likely to result in little learning for the
observer and detract from the learning process of the
machine operator. Short time spans where the two
students exchange roles give the observer time to_.
review and digest fhe material he has covered and
provide short rest periods for the operator. Also,
students may be started on different machines in a
rotation syste4 m.

Keyboard drilling is necessary to develop
speed and accuracy, however, it can become a tedious,,
boring task. To alleviate 'this, "live," work-type

4 projepts should be interspersed with the drill
sessions.

l. ' , - -, 4
1

4
The use Ofisimulators'for keyboard skill develop-

ment
,

ds not recommended except as a possible tool e

during keyboard familiarization. The touch of the
keys on a simulator is quite different from that on
a keypunch and 4thug the use of such a ma ine is only,

0mildly effective. A typewriter with a 1 punch
simulator also fails to give the student any feel

OA 3

4
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Introduction

for the operation of a key-entry device relative to
card movement and programing.

Teaching Suggestion4

The following points'are offered as a means of

improving instruction.

-Review each unit well in advance of the class
and obtain the instructional materials
needed for an effective presentation.
Whenever possible use instructional aids
to tjarify the presentation.

Use a va --e-ty of learning experiences in
order to challenge the differ4nt-levels of
student abilities. Y-

:-Take all opportunities to provide for
individual or small group instruction.

,iKeep the instruction flexible eno gh t

. .permit each student to gain the skills nd
t knowledges required to achieve his spec i is

;
, goals.

t'

/ 1 lead trade magazines to keep up to date with
new information and developments that are

occuring in the field of data processing.

. t

Instructors in adult progarp may wish to adapt`
the teaching-learning conditibps.to their particular

group, qut the baSic format offteaching principles
throughfstudent involvement should prevail.

Expected Oatcomez

Upon successful completiqn of'this course,
graduates can expect to. find empTbypent in any of

such bpsineises as commercial and savings banks;'

utility companies; airlines and
firms; local schools and unifiers
state, and Federal government ag
firms; oil and gasoline distribu
houses.and exchanges; and data p

bureaus.

Students who have acquired
knowledge and average keyboard s
of key-entry device can be easil
operate other machines of a simi

is no specific speed requirement
look for when hiring key-entry d
A wide range of speed is expecte
because the work varies from usi
all alphabetic, or mixed data;.j
simple to complex; and source do
formal, well organized presentat
handwritten pieces of paper. Em
interested in hiring individuals
and use the proper techniques.
in complex jobs. speed is virtual
new jobs where speed counts, they
will develop withexperience.
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ompletion of thIS-tourse,_____,

o find employment in any of '----
ercial and savings banks; ,

utility companies; airlines and other transportation
firms; local schools and universities; municipal,
state, and Federal government agencies; manufacturing
firms; oil and gasoline distributors; stock brokerage
houses and exchanges; and data processing.seryices
bureaus.

Students who haveacquired a good working
knowledge and average keyboard skills on one type
of key-entry device can be easil train d to

operate other machines of a similar pe. There

is no specific speed requirement which employers
look for when hiring key-entry device operators.
A wide range of speed.is expected and accepted
because the work varies from using all numeric,
all alphabetic, or mixed' data; jobs range from
simple to complex; and source documents vary from
formal, well organized presentations to informal,
handwritten pieces of paper. -Employers-are

_interested in hiring individuals who are accurate
.and use the proper techniqueS. They realize that'

in complex jobs speed is virtually impossible; in
new jobs where speed.counts,they know that speed
will develop with experience.

,



INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES:.

TO PUNCHED CARD DATA PROCESSING

At the conclusion of this unit, the student should be able to:

Identify and explain the function of the various machines used in punched card accou
Explain the unit=record concept
Identify and explain the physical characteristics of a punched card
Explain th rules governing the recording of data in numeric, alphabetic, and alphan
Identify an explain the function of the physical characteristics of magnetic tapes
Identify em loyment opportunities for data entry operators

CONTENT

Punched Card Accounting

A. Card punches

B. Other data recorders
1. Key-to-tape
2. Key-to-dkk

C. Peripheral"unit-record
,.chines
1. Interpreter

Sorter
.- 3. Reprbducer

-4 4. Collator
S. Accounting machine

D. Computers (with card input)

0 -

* Reference citations are shown on page 3.15.

0

TEACHING1SUGGESTIONS

Explain briefly how firms use the punched car
steadily increasing data involved in the open.
businesses,

Identify and explain the functions of the y
commonly used -for punched card accounting.'"\-

Demonstrate the automated data processing cyci
realistic application such as a payroll, char
checking account. Describe the operations th
at .each station in order to give the students:
functions of the various pieces of equipment.

Use a systems flow chart to reinforce the co
data processing cycle. (Ref. G, pp. 33-41,.4

- 4,67-73) *

Use films and transparencies to assist in pre
topics. See page 36.

Compare' the }processing of punched, cards in a-

installation with theeprocessing techniques u
computers:" (Ref. pp..,75 -g7)



UNIT 1

t INTRO^ TI TO PUNCHED CARD DATA PROCESSING
. .

P !

this unit, the student should be able to

flr

explain the functid% of the various machines used in punched card accounting
it-record concept

explain the physical characteristics of a punched card
ules governing the recording of.data in numeric, alphabetic, and alphanumeric fields
explain the function of the physical characteristics of magnetic tapes,-and disk records
oyment opportunities for data entry operators

Accounting

hes

a recorders
o-tape
o-disk

unit-record

%-preter
r

ducer
for

Rting machine:

(with card inpu

are shown on p g 35.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Explain brieflyIhow firms use the punched card in handling the
steadily increasing data involved in the operation of their
businesses.

Identify and explain the functions of the various types of machines
commonly used fo, punched card accounting.

Demonstrate the alitomated data processing cycle
realistic application such as a payroll, chare
checking account. Descr
at each statio
functio

operations that
er to give the students a

the various pieces of equipment.

with a simple but
account, or
are ei ormed
basic idea of the

Use a systems flow chart to reinforce the concepts of the automated
data processing cycle. (Ref. G, pp. 33-41, 44-48; Ref. H, pp. 52-63,
67 -73) *

Use films and transparencies to assist in presenting the various
topics. ee page 36.

Compare the processing of punched cards in Anit record
installation with the processing techniques usedby electronic
computers. (Ref. H, pp. 75,87)

5



Introduction to Punched Card Data Processing

CONTENT ',

II. Unit-Record Concept
A. The punched card

1. Physical characteristics
a. Corner cuts
b. Edges' and corners

c. Stripe's and colo.rs

d. Columns and rows
2. Card design

a. Fields

b. Factors to be considered

B. Recording
1. Types

a. Nu
b. AL

f Data
f fields
eric
habetic

c. Alphanumeric (mixed)

2. Rules for recording data '

a. Left-justificatio
b. Right-just ation

c. Left- o fill

3. Field erminology

'"" a. High -order column
b: Low-oider column (units)
c. Ten's,hundred's

C. Functions of a punched card

1. Recording (storage)

2. Sorting

3. Calculating
4. Reporting

13

TE CHING SUGGESTIONS

Discuss the physi al characteristics and desi
the standard 5084 card and several different

cards.

Discuss
punch ca
pp. 51-5

he ch
d wh
; Re

acteristics and coding system
the required data recorders a
B, pp. 9-10)

Explain how to record data onto cards.

t

Give a short manual simulation project to rein
that govern the recording of data. Give stud

have them rule lines that correspond to the f.

card. Ask students to pencil in data along t
s the techniques of left-and right-

and left-zero 11.(Ref. F, pp. 122-134)

Explain the.various functions of a punched ca

sample explication previously used to illustr

functions of apunched card.

!Explain how coding makes the recording and-pr

!more

,Have students start a glossary of data proces
that is consistent with the field

ore efficient.

flistethroughout the course.' See Glosiary on



Card Data Processing

43t

hard

characteristics
r cuts
and corners

es and colors
s and rows
gn pp. 51-53; Ref. B, pp. 9-10)

s

rs to be considered

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Discuss the physical characteristics and design of a card by using

the standard 5081 card and several different types of predesigned

cards.

Discuss the characteristics and coding system of the 96-column

..punch card when the required data recorders are available. (Ref.A,

, 0 /

Data
fields
is

betjc
numerici-(mixed)

recording data
justification
-justification,
zero fill

inology'
order' column

rder column (units)
,hundred's

a punched card
(storage)

tag

r

,Explain how to record data onto cards.

Give a short manual simulation project to reinforce the Yulds

that govern the recording of data. Give students blank cards'and

have them rule lines that correspond to pie field in a punched

card. Ask students to pencil in data along the 12 edge which

illustrates the techniques of left-and right-hand justification

and left-zero fill,(Ref. F, pp., 122-134)

Explain the various functions of a punched card. 'Rekdr to the

sample application previously'llsed, to illustrate each of the

functions of a punched card.

. Explain how coding makes the recording vad procgssihg ofdata

'omore efficient. ,

A

Have students start a glossary of data processing terms using

terminology thatis consistbntwirh the fieK. Add items to this

/list throughout the course. See Aossary oh pagqs 32 to 34.



CONTENT

D. Magnetic tape and disk records
1., Physical chardtteristics

a. Reflec-ive spotg
b.' Coating
c. Header and trailer records
d. Tape parks
e. InterbloCk gaps
f. Density

2. Record design
a. Fields

b., Factors to b considered
.

E. Employment opportUnities

. Desirable characteristics of
data entry operators

OBJECTIVES:

Nonbuffered

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Discuss the operation of key-fib-ft-ape and key
this time only if these devices are needed t
with an individual machine ''for units 2 and/o

Explain the physical characteristics of magn
(Ref. D, pp. 184, 195-199)

e----
Explain"the factors that influence the desig
such as control fields, sorting chnsideratio
length.

Discuss the different types of businesses in
employ data entry operators. Also, indicate
range and promotional opportunities that are

Emphasize that accuracy,lsof prime importan
speed and the attention to detail. Typewrit
usually reduces the time needed to learn the
devices.

16 yourt, inztattation does not haves enough ma
type 6ok each Atudent, imptement a notation 6
inAtAuction to accommodate the di66etent dev

,

NONBUFFERED CARD PUNCH JIACHINES

At the conclusion of this unit, the student should be able to:

, Punch numeric and alphabetic data into original cards
Add data to punched cards _



prr

c tape and disk records
sical characteristics

Reflenive spots

Nonbuffered Card Punch Mach

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

DiScuss the_operation of key-to-tape and key-to'-disk machine
this time only if these devices are,needed to provide each s

wit#an individual machine for units 2 and/or 4.
Coating

j

Header and trailer records Explain the physical characteristics of magnetic tape and di
Tape marks

Intefblock gaps
Det-sity.

or& design--
Field-5

Factorsto-be

ent opportunities

e rharacteristi
Cry, operators

(Ref. D, pp. 184, 195-199)

Oplain the factors that influence the design of tapes and 'r
//such as'control fields, sorting considerations, and maximum

length.

Discuss the different types of businesses in the local area
.employ dataentry operators. 'Also; indicate the present sal
range and promotional opportunities that are.available.

.Emphasize that accuracy is of prime importance, follOwed by
speed and the attention to detail.- Typewriting proficiency
usually' reduces the time needed to learn the operation of key
devices.

at

udent

4
vt

16 yoldin6tattatimidoe6. not-have ericiugh triqc'hine4 o
t pe.6on each 6tadent, impteMent a to44tion 4y6tem
4..nztuction to accommodate the diHelt.ent device6.

NPNBUFFERED.CARD PUNCH MACHINES

o

f this uricit the student shotild be abre-to:

.

c and alphabetic data into .cards

puhched cards
-

'

, UNIT 2

7



Nonbuffered Card Punch ivichines

Correct error cards
Design and create a program control card utilizing automatic skipping,,aUtomatic dupli

and alphabetic field definition
Use a program card to control the punching of data

". Attain 95% accuracy in a 15-minute timed numeric eypunch project with a minimum speed

per.hodr

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
,

7
I., Functions of a Card Punch /Explain and illustrate each function of a card

A. Creating original records / Avoid detailed explanations at this time./ Coy

/ operating procedures at a later time.,

..?

Demonstrate card handling teChnioues such as
B. Adding data to records

:4' C. -CorreOing records

D. .Duplicating records
(remaking damaged records)

II: Operating Features pf. a Card Punch

Mffhine
A.t Main-line switch

8

B. Card,siation's

'1. Hopper
2. Card bed

a. Punching station

b. Reading station

3. Stacker -- automatic card
feed stop

C. Keyboard
1.. Numeric keys
2. Alphabetic keys

3. Special character keys
4. FuncOonal.control keys

a. Shift keys

b. Release, register, feed
c. folultipunch key

Explain the operating features of nonbuffered
If your installation has more than one type
the differences at each step. ,Do let g& into
keys and switches at'this time. Refer to man
.manuals for inforM4tion on specific machines.

Place'a studenf at each machine and have him p
functions as they are explained.

Give students an opportunity to: operate a card

short time. This-experience will give them a
Selector design exercises and projects that
features which :were discus"sed,.

.

. Point out that the.normal shift of the keyboa
when punching without programagntrol. Show
key must be held down when' punching digits-,



Machines

rds.

",

eV

e a program° control card utilizing automatic skipping, automatic duplicatioW, and numeric

ield definition
. .

rd to control the punching of dat4
acy in a 1S-minute timed numeric keypunch project with a minimum speed of 5000 strokes

ft=

and Punch
ginal records

.to records

ecords

records
aged records)

es of /d Card Punch

itch

hing :station

ing/station
..-,'automatic card

keys,
is keys
character keys
al control keys

ft keys
ase, register, feed
ipunch key

s.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Explain and illustrate each, function of a card punch machine.

Avoid detailed expJanations at this time. Cover the actual

operating-procedures at a later time.

Demonstrate card handling techniohes such as joggling and fanning.

Explain the operating features'of nonbuffered card punch nachines.

If your installation has more than one type of machine, point aut
the diffefences at each step. Do,not go into detail about all the

1%eys and switches at this time, Refer to manufacturers' refereqce

manuals for information on specific machine's.

Placea student at each machine and have him perform the'various,
functions as they are explairred.

- ..,
.

*t.

.Give students an opportunity to operate a card punch machinR,for .a.

short time. This experience will giv,e'them a s of Icdomplislpen

Select or design exercises and piojec .; ,semphasize the use of

features which were4iscussed.

Point out that the normal shift of the keyboard is alphabetic .

when punching without program control. Show.how the numeric shift,

key must b.e held down when punching digits.

im, tz. iv

t.



Nonbuffere

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
41

d. Duplicate key
e. Error reset
f. Left-zero

g. Skip
'h. Alternate program (program 2

ociv

D. Backspace key

E. Functional control
1. Auto feed' 1
2. Auto skip/dup
3. Print

.4. Progl.am selett

°S. Clear

F. Program unit
1. Column indicator
2. Program drum
3 Program control card

Star'wheels
Programcontrol
Pressure-roll release lever,

switches

a

Chip' box and fuses

Manual Keypunching,.
A. Card feedint Auto feed

switch

B. Keyboard shifting
1. Alphabetic data /
2." Numeric data 4

. Card stacking -

1. Release'key
2. Clear switch

4

Show gow to do the following:

a Add an algebraic sign to a numeric fi
character by combining punches
Repeat using the duplicate key

, Unlock the keyboard with the error-re
Feed cards with the auto-feed switch

400sitions
Print' information along theqt4op of a

Eject cards from the bed using,theci

. 1

Explain the operation of the column inOicAto
release leveri Discuss program control,at a

Show how to position the,ftogralcontroi.levl
punching.

Give a shortfasigpmelt ()liter that student
themselves with the various operating featur
machine, 'Tnclude6in the assignment items su

Duplication - with:and without error 4
Manual insertion of cards in both pun
stations

--17-R6moval:of:card%ftiom card stations .0
rerease levtr;

. .

..
Indicate Ile importance of,: centrating on"

.,

. proper techniques, Point out that speed wil
'.,,,,,,

o
.>.'

,,

4



Nonbuffered Card Punch Machines

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

icate key Show how to do the following:
Error et Add an algebraic sign to a numeric.fiela4tbr-weate a special
Left-zero character by combining punches .,

/
Skip Repeat using the duplicate key
Alternate program (ppgram 2) Unlock the keyboard with the error-rest or bacyspace,key

Feed cards with the auto-feed switch in the ON and OFF
positions
rint information along the top of a card

al. control switches Eject. cards from the bed using the clear switch
feed '-

,

e key

skip/dup
t ---

tam select
r
unit
mn indicator
ram drum
ram control card
.wheels

an control lever ,-

sure-rail 'release lever

fus s

hchi,ng

Fling Auto feed

shifting
abettc data
4c data

king
.se key

switch

Explain the operation of the column indicator and pressure-roll
release lever. Discuss, program control at a later time.

Show how to position the program control lever for manual
punching:

4

1

Give a short assignment in order tat students might familiarize
themselyes with the various operating fidatures of the card punch
machine. Include in the assignment items such as:

Duplication I.-with and without error correction
,

, Manual insertion' of cards in both punchigg and reading C..
.

.. ,statiOs
:

.

'Removal of cards from .card stations using the pressure-roll .

release lever.

v1.A
Indicate the importance of contentratiug on accuracy and using the
proper,techniques. 'Point out that speed will improve with practice.

/1
,.,

t

a



f

Nonbuffered Card:Punch Machine

CONTENT

IV. Numeric Keypunch Exercises

A. Program unit with blank card

B. Home keys

C. Fingering

Alphabetic Keyboard Exercises
A. Home keys,

a

B. Fingering

VI. Program Control

A. Program card.functicih
1. Automatic keyboard shifting
2.- Automatic skipping
3. Automatic duplication
4. Field definition

--- 1D-

B. Program.unit
1. Program drum
2. Program Control lever

3. Star wheels

4. Program control card

Program codes grogram 1)

1. 12 punch

2. 11 punch
3. Zero punch

4. One punch

C.

11

Chec each student's work to see that correct

(/are ing used for both alphabetic and numeric

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Select or design exercises which will familiar
the numeric keyboard. Emphasize the.importanc

using the correct fingering technique. Point

developing rhythm and indicate that speed will
practice. (Ref. E)

Have students mount a blank card on the progr

the numeric shift key.

Select or design exercises which will familiar

the alphabetic keyboard. Emphasize the import'

using the correct fingering techniques. (Ref.

telephone directory)

Use a short alphanumeric projec in which the

perform each of the automatic f ctions to jus

program control. This project will show the s

machine can elminate their shifting, skipping,

chores.

Demonstrate the techniques of mounting and dfs

control card.

Emphasize the importance of alining the card p

program drum. (Ref. A, p. 29)

Explain-program 1. H, pp. 45-47)



.1

Machine

Exercises
with blank card

and Exercises

function
c keyboard shifting
c skipping
c duplication
finition

drum
control lever

eels
control card

es (program I)

ch

ch

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Check each student's work to see that correct fingering techniques

are being used for both alphabetic, and numeric key p Ching.

Select or design exercises which will familiarize th scents with
,..,

the numeric keyboard. Emphasize the importance of a curtcy.and

using the correct fingering technique. Rdint out the need of

developing rhythm,and indicate that speed will improve with

practice. (Ref..E)

Have students mount a blank card on the program drum to avoid using

the numericshift key.

Select or design exercises which will familiarize the students 'with

the alphabetic.keyboard. Emphasize the importance of accuracy and

using'the correct fingering techniques. (Ref. E, and local

telephone directory)

Use 'a short alphanumeric project in which the student must manually
perform each of the automatic functions to justify the use of the

program control,. This project will show the students how the
machine can elminate their shifting, skipping, and duplicating

chores.

Demonstrate the techniques of mounting and dismounting a. program

control card.

Emphasize.-the importance of alining the card properly on-the

program drum. (Ref. A, p. 29)

Explain program 1. (Ref. F1, ttp.4-45-47)

-k



CONTENT

D. Program control card design
1. High-order column code
2. Balance of field codes

E. Program switch on keyboard

F. Mounting a program control card
1. Prpgram control lever
2. Clamping strip and handle
3. Alining holes

G. Alternate program control
program 2)

1. 4 punch
2. 5 punch
3. 6 punch
4. 7 punch

VII. Keyboard Proficiency
A. Numeric and alphabetic keyboard

exercises

B. projects

is
0 ,

Nonbuffere

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

t Select or design assignments that allow the
program control proficiency. Use additional
introduce each of the other functions. Afte
familiar with the various functions, use a s
which includes all the functions. (Ref. A,

Explain program 2 after students have attain
in using program 1. (.:Ref. A, pp. 34 -35., 37;

Point out that the alternate program control

More than 80 column'S are needed for d
More than one type of card is used in

Emphasize the importance of accuracy, memori
rhythm, and correct fingering techniques. D
standards at the beginA4*.g of the practice s

students become proficnnt, se timed exerci
judging their competency. (Ref. A, pp. 13-3

Check to see that students .re not watching
drill and project sessions.

Intersperse application projects wit

mulate achievement.

Hamestudents sayg_thejdata cards they have
projectsin_this section to use in the unit
B, D, and E)

Use an autotutorial system to help students
speed. (Ref. Dart's Card.Punch/Drills, if av



irol card design
column code -

of field codes

tch on keyboard

Nonbuffered Card Punch Machines

TEACHING GGESTIONS

_ Select or desigaassignments that allow the students to develop
program control...4a0Lieivicy. -We additional assignments to
introduce each of the other functions. After students have become
familiar' with the various functions, use a summary assignment
which includes all the unctions. kRef. A, `pp. 22-29, 30-34)

00f
irogram control card
,control lever
t strip and-handle

rogram control

t

.eriCy
.:--

alphaf)etic keyboard

projects

It\

4

Explain program 2 after students have attained a degree of proficiency
in using program J. (Ref. A, pp. 34-35, 37; Ref. 11, pp. 45-47)

. Point out that the alternate program control is used when:
More than 89 columns are needed for data storage
More than one type of card is used in the same batch

Emphasize the importance of accuracy, memoriz.ationard-;--
rhythm, and correct fingering techniques. Do not set time

- dards at the beginning of the practice sessions. As the
stu 4'i ...zbecome proficient, use timed exercises as a way of
judgingPS-ir competency. (Ref. A, pp. 13-31)

Check to.see ha tudents arc not watching the keyboard during the
ons.drill and project s

Intersperse application p ects Oith.keyboard drills to provide a
variety of, jobs tostimuiatehievement.

Have students save t e data cards they have created from the
projects in this section to use in the unit on verifying. (Ref. -A,
B, D, -and E)

e an. autotutOrial system t
speed .Dart's Card Puns

C

, -

students develop rhythm and
Drills, if availab



UNIT 3

PUNCHED CARD VERIFIERS

'OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this unit, the student\should be able to:

Locatea rrect errors in punched cards using the error notch as a guide

V- a deck of punched cards using program control with automatic skipping, automati

duplication, and numeric and alphabetic field definition

I.

Locate, identify, and correct all existing errors in a deck of punched cards in a 15 m

verification project with a minimum speed of 5,000 strokes per hour

CONTENT

Functions of a Card Verifier

erating Features
ain-line switch

B.

1,2

Carpi s motions

1. Card hopper
2. .Card bed

a. Verifying station.'

b. Reading station
3. Card stacker

C. Keyboard
1. Character keys
2. FunCtional control keys

a- Shift keys ,,

b. Release, register, feed
c. Ver/dup key

i9
O

TEACHING 'SUGGESTIONS

Student4 need keqpunching zhilbs and a knowted

cant/Lot OIL thi.4 unit.

,,Discuss the importance of accuracy relative to
function of the card verifier.

Poi* out the-advisability of having the cards
verified by another worker.

Explain and demonstrate the principles and ope'

card verifier. Limitthe detailed d-eXplanation

features of the verifier.

Show the passage of a card through the differ
during the verifying operation.

...helate the keyboard and functional controls of
the controls and functions of thecard punch m

Demonstrate how to verify a simple job using t
procedures associated with the different types



PUNCNED CARD VERIFIERS

r .

this unit, the.,:student should be able to:

rect errors in punched cards using the error notch as a guide
of punched cards using program control with automatic skipping, automatic verify

d numeric-and alphabetic field definition
fy, and correct all existing errors in a deck of punched cards in a 15 minute timed

roject with a minimum spped of 5,000 strokes per hour

Card Verifier

ures

Switch

ons

upper
ed

rifying station
ading station
tacker

ter keys. .

onal control keys
i,ft keys

lease, register, feed
ridup key

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Student's need'keypUnehing 4U-et's and a knowtedge pugAam
conttot pt th.i"s unit.

Discuss the importance of accuracy relative to punched cards and the

function of the card, verifier:
.

ai

Point out the advisability of having the cards of one operator

verified by ancithr worker.

Explain and demonstrate the principles and operating jeatures of the

card verifier.- Limit the detailed explanations/6 the unique

features df the verifier.

Show the passage off card through the different card stations

during the verifying operation.

Relate the keyboard and functional controls of the verifier to

the controls and functions of the card punch machines.

Demonstrate how to verify a simple job using the various retry
procedures associated with the different types of machines.



CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

d. Error reset key (MP /ER) Show how the error-reset key (MP/ER) is used
e. Skip key Thoard when an error is detected.
f. Alternate program

(program 2)

D. _Error light

,E-r--Functional control switches
1. Auto feed
2. Auto skip/dup
3. Program select
4. Clear

F. Program unit
1. Column indicator
2. Program drum and program

card
3. Program control lever
4. Pressure roll-release lever

.III. Operating Principles
A. Manual verification

B. Automatic verification

C. OK notch

D. Error detection
,

Point out how automatic feeding is'suspended
card is detected.

Emphasizethe importance of alining the card
program drum. (Ref. A, p. 29)

Show, how the pressure-roll release lever is ti

Explain the difference between manual and aut
punched cards,

Demonstrate the operation of.a card verifier

Automatic card feeding
Error-free card (OK notch)
Error detection

1. Keyboard. locking Three attempts to verify
2. Error light Error notch
3. Locating the:error - Operator notation on error card

column indicator With program control
4. Error reset key (MP /ER) ' Without Program control
S. Retry procedure ~

E. Error notation
1. Error notch
2. Operator notation on card

to

Have students verify cards containing a variet
familiarize them with the different types of
they may encounter.



E-
or reset key (MP /ER)

p key

erndte program
ogram 2)

.,,

- .

control switches
ed

ip/dup
select

Punch Card Verifiers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Show how the error-reset key (MP /ER) is used to unlock the key-
board when an error is detected.

Point out how automatic feeding is suspended when an error
card is detected.

t
4

Emphasze the importance of alining the card properly on the
indicator , program drum. (Ref. A, p. 29)
drum and program

Show how the pressure-roll release lever is used to remove jammed
dontrollever cards.e roll-release lever,

, /'
iples

fication

erification

Eicplain the difference between manual an automatic verification of,
punched cards.

-Demonstrate the.operation of a card verifier including:

Automatic card feeding
Error-free card (OK notch)

tioif Error detection .

d locking .Three attempts verffy
ight Error notch
gtthe error - OPerator'notation on error card
indidator With program control
eset key (MP /ER) Without progravontrol
rocedure

-
ion. Have students vefify cards containing a variety of errors to
otch familiarize them with'the different types of error conditions that
r notation on card they may encounter.

. .

4)a
13



Punch Card Verifiers
L

CONTENT

3. Multiple errors in a single

field-skip key
4. Multiple error fields

a: Release key
b. Complete card remake

IV. Operating Suggestions -
A. Starting a verifying oration

B. Stopping:a verifying operation

C. Engaging the program reading
mechanism - -

D. Spacing over blank .columns

E. Feeding a single card

F. Locking keYboard

G. Suspending automatic verification
on first card

V. Verification Proficiency
A. Numeric verification projects

B. Alphabetic verification projects

14

LIP

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

l

Suggest'tips that students may/dse to improve t

after they have gained some proficiency in the

card verifier. Giving students too myth infor

will tend only to confuse them. Include such

Use the functional controls when tempor
interuptions /ccur instead of disengagi

mechanism.
Place single cards to be verified direc
bed instead of the hopper.
Use the verify/duplication key to space
columns when the same Columns ar
card or when there is no preceding car

Have students verify the cards they produced f

completed in Unit 2.' Also, new projects.may b

students will punch.a deck of cards and then _IL

Assign different keypunching projects to teams

and then-have them exchange decks for 1.erifica

D, and E)



errorsa single
ip key
errorfields

ase key
lete'card remake

tions
erifying operation

erifying operation

program reading

blank columns

ngle card

oard

utomaltic verification

ficiency
fication projects

erification projects

:".

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Suggest tips that students may use to improve their performance

after they have gained some proficiency in the operation of the

card verifier. Giving students too much information at one time

will tend only, to confuse them. Include such tips as:

Use the functional controls when temporary changes or

interuptions occur instead of disengaging the reading

mechanism. .

Plac9 single cards to be verified directly into the card

bed instead of the hopper.
Use the verify/duplication key to space over unpunched

columns when the same columns are unpunched in the preceding

card or when there is no prvceding,card:

Have students verify the cards they produced from the assignments

completed in unit 2. Also, new projects may be assigned where

students will punch a deck of cards and then verify them.

Assign different keypunching projects to teams of two students

and.then have them exchange decks for verification. (Ref. X', B,

D, and E)

-
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BUFFERED CARD PUNCH/VERIFIERS

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this unit the student should be able to:

Explain the functions of the buffered card punch/verifier
Repunch (correct) error cards

.
FAdd data, to an existing card

Desi and create a program card with ymeric and alphabetic fields definition, auto
autOm tic skipping, and left-zero insertion'
Store program and punch out to verify. memory
Punch pmeric and alphabetic data'using program control wileaUtomatic skipping, auti
and ldf -zero insertion
Verify deck of punched cards using the procedures for single character correction,'
one field (field correction), and entire record correction
Attain a inimum speedof 5,000 strokes per hour with no more than 10 corrections ihi
punch-ver assignment

CONTENT

I. Functions of a Buffered Card
Punch/Verifier
A. Creating original records

B. Adding data to.Punched records

C. Correcting error records

D. Duplicating records
(remaking damaged cards)

E. Verifying punched cards

Advantages of a Buffered Card
Punch/Verifier
A. Capable of storing data

B. Immediate error correction
before punching'

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate card handling techniques such as

Explain and demonstrate functions of the buff
verifier. Place students at each of the demi
and ask them to perforAi.the function as it
out the basic differences_ among the various 1
verifiers in your installation. Detailed ex
operating procedures:should be given after t
to perform the basic functions.

t--

Discuss data storage when the card is comple
immediate punching of a card on a nonbuffere

Demonstrate how an error may be corrected du
operation. Point out how this operation save
materials.

4
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BUFFERED ,CARD -RiNCH/VER I F I ERS

this unit the,student.should be able to:

unctions of the buffered card- punch/ver
ect) error cards

existing card

vte a prograM card with numeric and alphabetic
pping, and left-zero insertion
am and punch out toverify memory
and alphabetic data using program cont
insertiqp

of punched' cards using the procedur s -.r,singl
eld torrection),.and entire record rection
mum speed of S,909 strokes per ho With no more
assignment

1 with

7

a Buffered hard

original records

to to punched records

error recortis

ng records
damaged cards)

punched cards

a Buffered Card
r

f storing data

error correction
ching

UNIT 4

field definition, automatic duplication,

automatic skipping, automatic duplication,

e character correction, multiple errors in

than 10 corrections in a 30-minute timed

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate card handling techniques such as joggling and fanning.

Explain and demonstrate functions of the buffered card punch/
verifier. Place students at each of the demonstration machines
and ask themto perform the function as it is explained, Point
out the basic differences among the various types of card punch/
verifiers in your i'nstallation.- Detailed explanations of the
operating procedures should be given after the' students, know how
to perform the bas.ic functions.

Discuss data storage when the card is complete as contrasted to the
immediate punching of a card,on a nonbuffered machine.

Demonstrate how an error may be corrected during the punching
operation. Point out how this operation saves both time and
materials.

0



Buffered Card- Punch /Verifiers

CONTENT

k/ C. Immediate error correction
during verification

1D. Multiple program leveli

E. High-speed card read-in

F. Single machine for both punch
and verify operations

G. Some overlap Otoperations

III. erating,Features,,

A. Main-line switch

B. Card stations
1. -Card hopper input magazine

2. Punch stationvisible
station

3. Auxiliary in
4. Stacker switch

. 1.6

"IC:, Keyboard

1. Character keys

a. Numeric arrangment
b. Alphabetic arrangement,
c. Special characters

2. FunCtional control switches

a: Punch/verify
b. Print .

c. Auto feed
d. Auto skip/dup
'e. Clear

f. ,Program mode dial

3. Functional control keys
and buttons
a. Read

b. Interpret

as

/
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Compare the three-operator.system using ndnbuf

the two-operator system using buffered machine
required'for/the operation and the handling of

*/
Disbuss theneed for more than two prOgrel
ontfol has,been*ArOduced.

/ .

. 47 .

Explain the operating feat9res# the but ffered
. . ,

in your,-installation. Use manufacturers' refer
,

inf matr9n relating to specific machines. Pr

a summary sheet,which shows these variations.

Demon trate only those controls which the stud

using the machines.

Assign projects that iiyolve the basic dontisol

the other 'assignments introduce the additional

a time. Avoid using large, projects.

.
Have students concentrate on the operating pro,

on proficiency at this point. When the studen

working knowledge of the machine's features, a
projects which,will develop their proficiency,

Demonstrate how to shift the keyboard when pro

is not used. Point out that this operation'YA

to machine. .



. .

kifiers.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

T0717 correction. Compare the three-operator system us ng nonbuffe ed machines with

fication the two,-operator system using buffqed machines s to time_

required for the operation and the 'handling of t cards.

gram levels

card read-in

ne for both punch
operations

1' f operations

Discuss the need for more than two program levels after program

control has been introduced.

Explain the operating features of the buffered card punch/ verifiers

itch in your installation. Use manufacturers' reference manuals for

information relating to specific, machines. Prepare and distribute

s a summary sheet which shows these variations.

per __ input magazine

tation visible

input
switch

Demonstrate only those, controls which the students need to begin

er keys using the machines.

eric arrangment
habetic arrangement . Assign, projects that involve the basic controls first. Then, have

cial characters the Anther assignments introduce the additional controls a few at

a1 contr switches' a title. Avoid using large projects.
e,

ch/verif- -

nt Have students concentrate on the operating procedures rather than

o feed on proficiency at this point. When the students have a good

o skip/dup working knoyiledge of the machine's features, assign exercises and

ar projects which will develop their proficiency,

gram mode dial !
.

nal control keys Demonstrate how to shift the keyboard when program control

tons is not used: . Point out that this operation varies from machine

d
c 'to machine.

erpret



Buffered

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

c, Backspace
(1) Character
(2)-Field
(3) Record (home)

d. Left-zero control
(right-justify)

e. Shift keys
f. Feed, register, release

(eject)

g. Duplicate
h. Multiple punch
i. Program select
j. Skip
k, Verify correct (correct)

4. Indicators
10 a., Interlock

b. Nonmatch
j c. Program 2

d. Alphabetic shift

IV. Manual Punching Operations
A. Preparing for operation

1. Fill hopper
2. Main-line switch
3. Clear card bed
4. Set functional controls
S. Clear data storage
6, Enter constant data

a. Manual entry
b.- Master card entry
c. Master card and

manual entry

B. Punching new data cards
(no program),

Show how to operate the various backspace key
appropriate use for each key.

Demonstrate how to clear memory in different

Explain that memory is cleared to prevent the
card being repeated on the following card.

Explain the conditions which cause each of'th-
to light up. Demonstrate how to correct each
the device to normal operation.

Assign a short project that involves all manu
the next assignment include.a field to be dup
students are familiar with the machines, use
which include the special functions of remaki
correcting error cards, and adding data to exi

Demonstrate how to clear data storage by usin
clear switch.

Show how to investigate and correct card feed
as:

1. Feed card Cover over feed knives
2. Entering data-shifting. Small pieces of-cards from a previous
3. Punching out card objects in transport feed mechanism

6
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backspace
1(1) Chara ter
1(2) Field

(3) Recor home)
eft-zero onti-ol

(right-
hift k
eedl, re release
eject)

uplicate
ultiple punch
rogram select
kip'
erify correct (correct)
ators

nterlock
onmatch
rogram 2
1phabetic shift

ng Operations
for operation

hopper
line switch
card bed
ctional controls

data storage
constant data

anual entry
aster card entry
aster card and
anual entry

a

ew data cards

ard'
ng data-shifting
ng out card

Buffered Card Punch-Verifiers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Show how to operate the various backspace keys. Identify the
appropriate use for each key.

Demonstrate how to clear memory in different types of machines.

Explain that memory is cleared-to prevent the data for one
card being repeated on the following card.

.:-

Explain the conditions which cause each of the operating indicators
to light up. Demonstrate how to correct each problem and return
the device to normal operation.

Assign a short project that involves all manual punching. Have
the next assignment include a field to be duplicated. After
students are familiar' with the machines, use additional' projects
which include the special functions'of remaking damaged'cards,
correcting error cards, and adding data to existing cards.'

Demonstrate how to clear data storage by using the skip key or
clear switch.

0

Show how to investigate and correct card feeding failures such
as:

Cover over feed kni,yes

Small pieces of cards from a previous jam or other foreign
objects intransport feed mechanism

n 1
r4-1.11

or-

17



Buffered Card Punch/Verifiers

CONTENT

C. Remaking damaged cards
1. Loading data from old card
2. Feeding new card
3. Duplicating data
4. Punching out new card

D. Correcting error card
1. Loading data from error card
2. Feeding new card-
3. Duplicating correct data
4. Keying corrections manually
5. Punching out new card

V. Numeric Keypunch Exercises
A. Numeric shift

1. Program mode dial
6 2. Shift key

B. Home keys

C. Fingering

VII. Combined Alphabetic and Numeric
Drills

VIII. Program Control
A. Function of program card

1. Shifting
2. Automatic skipping
3. Automatic duplication
4. Field definition
5. Left-zero insertion

18

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

DaMage to the 12- or 9-edge of a card

Have students become proficient with punching
manual and with program control, before going
operations. Point out that punching skills al
a job, whereas, verifier operation is of only

to an employer.

Have students-become proficient using one type
they start to operate another. Operating firs
another tends to be confusing.

Assign projects which will familiarize studen/

keyboard. Emphasize the importance of accuraq

fingering techniques.

Point out the importance of accuracy and the 1
Indicate that speed will develop with practica

Check to see that Fie students' eyes are on

not on the keyboard.

Assign projects that combine the useof the
keyboards.

Assign a short project which involi-res the man

of the 'program functions. Then, introduce th

control.



/Verifiers

damaged cards
ing data from old card
ing new card
icating data
hing out new card

ng error cards
ing data from error card
ing new card
icating correct data
ng - corrections manually

ing out newrcard

unch Exercises

shift
'ram mode dial
t key

habetic and Numeric

rol
of program card

ting .

matic skipping
matic duplication
d definit. n

kw.,-zero ins tion

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Damage to the 12- or 9-edge of a card

Have students become proficient with punching operations,, both
manual and with progiam control, before going into the verifier

operations. Point.- -out that punching skills are necessary to obtain

a job, whereas, verifier operation is of only secondary interest -

to sn employer.

Have students become proficient using one type of machine before

they start to operate another. Operating first one machine then

another tends to be confusing.

Assign projects which will familiarize students with the numeric

keyboard. Emphasize the importance of accuracy and correct

fingering techniques.

Point out the importance,of airacy and'the development
Indicate that speed wild- develop with practice.

ythm.

Check to see that the students' eyes are on the source document and

not on the keyboard.
,

Assign projects that combine the use of the numeric and alphabetic

keyboards.

Assign a short project which involves the manualpeFformance of each

of the program functions. Then, introduce the function of program

control.
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Buffered C

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

B. Codes for prograff card
1. First column of field
2. Balance of field coding
3. Last column code for left-

zero fields

4. A3,ternate program codes
a. Program 2
b. Multiple program levels

0

C. Storage of program codes
1 n functional controls
2. Inserting program .card

(auxiliary input)
3.0 Reading-in the card
4. Punching out program to

verify proper 10

plication projects

IX. Keyboard Proficiency
A.3 Numeric keyboard drills

Assign a series of Projects with each one int
function such as:

Alpha and numeric fields, no blank fie
Alpha and numeric fields with auto ski
Skipping and duplicating
Left-zero insertion

Assign projects that use several different fo
students with program card preparation.

Discuss alternate program control.

Point out that some'machines have only two pr
machines use different codes such as levels 1
program 1 and levels 4, 5, 6, and 7 for progr

Other machines have the capability of storing i

programs at the same time. Thesejmachines use
codes (12, 11, A, and 1) but store the prograI
memory locations.

Pnuent both o6 the'above concepts even thoug
ha's onty one type o6 machine.

Have students store several programs. Check
programs have been properly loaded.

Assign projects that will help students devel
using the functions of program control. (Ref.
Ref. E)

Emphasize the importance of accuracy, memoriza
rhythm, and coftect fingering techniques. Do



program card'
icolumn of field

of field coding
limn code for left-
elds

to program codes
gram 2

tiple program levels

prggram codes
g functional controls
ing program card
iary input)
gin the card
ng out program to
properloading-

projects

ciency
board drills

Buffered Card Punch/Verifiers

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Assign a series of projects with each one introducing a new
function such as:

Alpha and numeric fields, no blank fields
Alpha and numeric fields with auto *skipping
Skipping and duplicating
Left-zero insertion

Assign projects-that use several different formatl to familiarize
students with program card preparation.

Discuss alternate prdgram control. )

Point out that some machines halie only two program levels. These
machines use different codes s.ich- as levels 12, 11, 0, and 1 for
program 1 and levels' 4, 5, 6, and 7 for program 2.

Other machines haVe the capability of storing up to six different
programs at the same time. These machines use the same program
codes (12, 11, 0, and 1)- but store th-programs in different
memory locations.

Pe en both o6' the above concep-t even though yowl, inztatation
ha4 Gay one type o6 machine...

Have students store several programs. Check to see that the
programs have been properly loaded.

Assign4projects that will help students develop proficiency in
using the functions of program control. (Ref. A, pp. 29-32;
Ref. E)

,Emphasize the importance of accuracy, memorization of the keyboard,
rhythms and correct fingering techniques. Do not set time

f<oh) A

19
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Buffered Card Punch/Verifiers

CONTENT

r---" B. Alphabetic keyboard drills

C. Application projects

X. 'Verification,
A. Need

1. Accuracy of, input

'2. Time and money savings

B. Cycle
1. Keypunch to verifier to

keypunch for corrections
2. Advantages of combined

machine
a. Fewer physical* machines

b. ly two operators
involved

c. Immediate card
correction

C. Operations
1. Marival verifying
2. Duplicate verifying
3. Bypassing
4. Skipping

I

D. Procedures
1. Machine setup

a. -Card input

b. Functional controls

c. Program card

-

. *

..

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
.

standards,at the beginh'ing of the prastiCe es
students become proficient,pse timed:exerciS
judging their competency. (Ref. 4, pp: 13-`/)

Intersperse application projects with keyb-Oar

Use an autotutorial system to help students d

(Ref. Dart' Card Punch Drills)

Have students save the data cards triey are41
verification Section.

Explain the operation of verificatron..This
in a short time because most of th:sontrols
already been explained and used by the studeh

operation. - ,

.7".-*1";

Contrast performing the operiTtiqns of guntilin

using separate machines with.dOneth0 lamp

machine. Emphasize the savifige i lime,.mone

the operations performed.on,oneqn

4

dine

6 '

Have students ve rifyAbp Et egds,thv'producN
Ask students to exchai*.prds,to-simulate a
Most verifyin.Vjobs bse'progral Contrbl; so i

to have any mAntlalessignifients..
° o

.
0

. 7 I .11,'I, .

Have styudents*concentrate.on developing speed
therhdvdAl good'WoTking Khovledge of the ver

It *.:
Demonstrate how to:, ,

Load a mogtescSrd when lasing attomati
.

V

t
%

.
,

o

,
I

%I



. e
i'Verifier$

'
,i.c'keyboard drillg
i

. I

on prOjects..

agy of. input

And money ,savingS

unch to verifiers to
unch for corrections'
tages of combined',
ine .

Fewer physical machines .

Only two operators
involved,. '

Immediate card

correction
ns

al verifying'
irate verifying

ssing
ing

is

es

ind setup
Card input
Fundtional controls
Program, card

-TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

standards at the beginning of the practice sessions. As the

.
students become proficient, use t med exercises as a way of
judging their competency. (Ref. A, pp. )3-21)

Intersperse application projects with keyboard drills.

, Use an autotutorial system to help students develop rhythm and speed.
c

(Ref. Dart'S Card Punch Drills)

Have students save the data cards they are making for use in-the,

verification section.

Explain the operatibn of verification. This topic may be covered :.,

in a short time because most of the controls and features have
already been explained and used by the students in the punching

operation.

Contrdst performing the operations of punching and verifying
using separate machines with doing the same,operations using one

machine. Emphasize the savings in tithe,-money, andspace by having

the operations performed on one machine.

dr.

Have students verifythe cards they produced in the punching s'eqtion.

Ask studentssto'exchange tards to simulate A practical situatioii.

Most verifying jobs use program control, so it is not necessary

to have ;any manual dssignments. -

,,J o ,

Have students concentrate on developing speed and accuracy,after

-they have a good working Knowledge of the verifier.

Demonstrate hpw to: '

Load agmaster card when using automatic verification



OBJECTIVES:

CONTENT

2. Error detection
a. Error light
b., Keyboard locking
c. Retry procedure
d. Error correction

(1) single character

correction
(2) field correction

(3) record correction
(4) auxiliary input

3. OK notch
a. Error-free card
b. Corrected card

Key-to

TatHING SUGGESTIONS

Suspend automatic verification for the
group

Correct errors

Have students verify cards containing errors
different types of error conditions,which the

KEY-TO-TAPE DATA RECORDERS

' At the conclusion of this unit, the student should be able to:

'4. Explain the function of key -to -tape data recorders

Mount, load, unload, and dismount a reel of tape,proficiently
Record numeric arid alphabetic data onto a reel of, magnetic tape manually and with prp
automatic skipping, automatieduplitation, left-zero insertion, and numeric and alphab
Verifty a pyereCorded_reel of tape using single character correction and field correct

arch a riel of tape and change datain an existing record, add data behind a specifi
out an existing record

Design, enter, and verify a prograM which contains numeric and alphabetic field defini
skippingutomatic duplication, and left-zero insertion
Attain,a minimum speed of.6,000 strokes per hour with no more than 10 corrections in a
recoraverify assignMent

ag
4



detection
ror light
yboard locking
try procedure
ror correction
) st'igle character

correction
) field correction
) record correction
) auxiliary input
Ch

or-free card
00

rected card

Key-to-Tape Data Recorders

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Suspend automatic verification for the first card of a
group

Correct errors

Have students verify cards containing errors to show them the
different types of error conditions which they may encounter.

a

ro

jEY-TO-TAPE DATA RECORDERS

his unit, the student should be able to:

UNIT 5

ction of key-to-tape data recorders
load,and dismount a reel of tape profiCiently
and alphabetic data onto a reel of magnetic, tape manually and with program control using
ing, automaIic duplication, left-zero insertion, and numeric and alphabetic field definition
corded reet"lif tape using single character correction and field correction
f tape and change data in an existing record, add data behind a specific record, and blank
record

and verify a program which contains numeric and alphabetic field definition, automatic
atic"duplication, and left-zero insertion
speed tif-6,000 strokes per hour with no more than 10 co rections in a 30- minute timed

ssignment,--

21'
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Key-to-Tape Data Recorders,

CONTENT

Introduction
A. FunCtions

1. Data entry
2. Verification

B. AdVantages of key-to-tape

machines
1., .Faster input

2. Larger capacity

3. Stable record sequence

4. One machine doing work of two

C. Disadvantage's of key-to-tape

machines
1. Difficulty in altering

individuel records

2. Inability to visibly
insepct data

II. Components of the Key -to -Tape.

Machine
A. Tape handler unit

1. Supply and takeup reels

'2. Read/and write head

3. Vacuum columns

B. Tape.handler_control panel

1. On and off switch

2. Tape load and unload buttons

3. Record counter

22

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Intkoduce the topic o6 key-to-tape machine's a6

Zeakned how to opekate caAd punch machines. T

data uconding and machine 6unctiorbs are easi

pkesented mdek.

`Discuss briefly the various operations that c

with the key-to-tape system. Detailed explan.

when the specific topic is taught.'

Discuss the advantages of key-to-tape machine

!items as:
Speed of input

, ' Capacity
Key punch and verifier operations

iscuss,the disadvantages of key-to-tape machi

tems as:
e-Procedure for changing individual recol

114 Method'of inspecting data

Demonstrate' and explain the functions of the

key-to-tape machines. Some of the terminolog:

may vary with machines but the concepts remail

of the device. Refer to the individual manuf

manuals for specific operating procedures.

Explain, with each operation, the function of

and othet,functional controls and indicatOrs,

-controls which are needed for the opetation.

as the students-progress, present the additio

and indicators which apply'fo the ndxt operat



ders

try
cation

f key-to-tape

input
capacity
record sequence
Chine doing work of two-

ges of key-to-tape

ulty in altering
dual records
ity to visibly
t data

the Key-to-Tape

er unit
and takeup reels

nd write head
columns

er control panel
off switch

oad and unlOad buttons

counter

TgACHING SUGGESTIONS

/nluduce the topid, o6 key-to-tape machines age& 4,tudent6, have

eatned how to ape/tate caul punch machines. The concepts o 6

data A.ecoAding and machine 6unctions ake easiek to undekstand when

p/Lesented in this otdet.

Discuss briefly the various operations that can be performed

with the key-to-tape system. Detailed explanations can be given

when the specific topic is taught.

Discuss the advantages of key-to-tape machines including such

items as:
Speed of input
Capacity,
Key punch and verifier operations

Discuss the disadvantages of key-to-tape machines including such

items as:
Procedure for changing individual records

Method of inspecting data'

Demonstrate'and explain the functions of the various components of

key-to-tape machines. Some of the terminology used in the outline

may vary "with machines but- the,concepts remain the same regardless

of the device. Refer tothe individual manufacturers' reference

manual's for specific operating proCedures.

Explain, with each operation, the

and other ftinctional controls and

controls which are needed for the

as the students progress, present

and indicators which"apply to the

fiction of the keyboard switches

'indicators. Include only those

operation being presented. Then,

the additional controls, switches,

next operation.

Or1-.1 4Y (4,17



CONTENT

C. Memory a control unit
1. D. a buffers
2 Program buffers

Control unit

D. Keyboard
1. Functional control switches

a. Mode switch
b. Program switch
c. Auto release switch
d. Auto dup/skip
e. Data/prog'switch

2. Display panel
a. Chracter display
b. ColUmn indicator
c. Status indicators

3. Character keys
4. Functional control

a. Shift
b. Backspace
c. Error
d. Left-zero
e. Duplicate
f. Program and 2

Key-to-Tape Operations
A. Data entry

1., Recording original data
2. With and without program

control

B. Data verify

C. Search

D. Program entry

E. Program verify

30

Key-to

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate how data and programs remain in m
information is entered

Discuss the basic function of each area of th
panel including:

Mode setup
Inquiry
Machine status

Show how to translate machine coded displays.

Explain the meaning of the various error indi
corrective procedures necessary for each situ

Demonstrate the use of the funCtional control
used to record data.

Point out the interlocking.condition on some
backspace key is used.

Define each of the functions briefly. Dethile
wait until the students start specific operati

:Relate the various key -to -tape operations to s

perf6rmed on card punch machines.

Encourage 4tudentz to tbse the openatok'4 Aziek
4upptied by the vakiou4 manuliactutero-when
ion dibiekgnt opuation4._

Q
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Key-to-Tape Data Recorders

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate }low data and programs remain in memory until nevi;
, information is entered $1

Discuss the basic function of each area bf the keyboard control
,panel including:

Mode setup
Inquiiy
Machine status

Show how to translate machine bided displayS.

-Explain -the meaning of the various error indicators and show the
corrective procedures necessary for each situation.

Demonstrate the use of the functional control keys when they are
used to record data.

Point out the interlocking condition on some machines when the
backspace key is used.

Define each,of the functions btiefly. Detailed explanations should,
wait until the students start specific operations.

.......B.63-111.e..,the various key-to-tape,operations to similar functions

performed on card punch machines.

Alre

Encomage students to use the opetatoes Ae6enence guide4 that ate
supptied by the vatious,manuiactuteu when setting up the machines
Sot di bienent opeAations.

23.
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Key-to-Tape Data Recorders

CONTENT

IV. Tape Mounting and Dismounting
A. Slide-down window

B. Supply and takeup reels

C. Read and write head

D. Vacuums

E. Tape load and unload buttons

F. Rewind key/switch

Manual Data-Entry Procedures
A. Functional Controls

1. Rode switch
2. Auto release
3. Auto.dup/skip
4. Program switch

B. Data entry
1. Keyboard shifting
2. Record release

C. Termination of operation I

1. Tape mark
2. Rewinding the tape I

3. Unloading and dismounting

D. Application project

VI. Tape Search
. A. Purpose

1. Alter data
2. Continue operation
3. Delete data

24
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate the techniques for handling tape

cleaning, and loading. Explain the variation

different machines.

Have students practice loading and unloading
they become proficient tape handlers.

Describe the purposes and operation of:
Auto release in off'position
Auto-dup/skip in off position
Program in zero (dff)-pOsition

Have students enter data into the memory. As

entered, have students backspace and 'examine
for each column to give them practice in deco

Explain thefunction of the tape mark at the

Assign a short project that uses all types of
numeric, and mixed) such as a simple name and
students to becohe familiar with'the operatin

machine.

Explain the necessity for a search operation.1
procedures used for tape with thoSe used-for

Discuss the purpose of the record identifier.
'codes with alphabetic fields relative to len
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TEACHING SUGGESTIQNS

Demonstrate the techniques for handling tape such as stacking,

cleaning, and loading. Explain the variations that exist for

different machines.

Have students practice loadingand unloading reels of tape until

they become proficient tape handlers.

Describe the purposes and operation of:
Auto release -in off position
Auto-dup/skip in off position-
Program in zero (off), position

Have students enter data into the memory. 'As each character is

entered, have students backspace and examine the character display

for each column to give them practice in decoding.

Explain the function of the tape mark at the end of the data file.

Assign a short project that u es all types of fields (alphabetic,

numeric, and mixed) such as simple name and address file to allow

students to become .r with the operating features of the

machine.

Explain the necessity for a search operation. Compare the search

procedures used for tape with those used for punched cards.

Discuss the purpose of the record identifier. Compare numeric

codes with alphabetic fields relative to length and uniqueness.
.



CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

B. Functional controls
1. Mode switch
2. Auto release
3. Auto dup/skip
4. Program switch

C. Operational procedures
1. Record identifier
2. Releasing to search.
3. Verifying found record

VII. Numeric and Alphabetic Keyboard
Exercises

VIII. Program Control
A. Function

1. Field definition-
2. Automatic skip and dup

control
3. Automatic left-zero

e insertion
,

B. Program codes
1. First column of field

2. Balance of field

C. Program design
1. Record description form
2. Program layout

D. 'Program entry
1. Functional controls
2. Entry operation

3a

Key-t

Emphasize the need to "space fill" all col
the identifier does not occupy.

Demonstrate the operating procedure. Show w
record is not found.

Explain why the tape must be backspaced and
verifying the found record.

Assign projects that will provide practice i
and familiarization with the numeric and alp
Emphasize the importance of accuracy and COT
techniques. Point out that speed will come
(Ref. A and E)

Have students use the manual project which t
show the advantages of program control.

Demonstrate how program control saves timea
accuracy by automatically shifting the keybo
duplicating data, and determining the numberi
in front of a number.

ExplaiA, how the first column program code st
automatic functions and denotes the beginnin

Explain the function of the balance of field
shifting);

Assign projects that give students practice
description forms and designing program layo
different applications. .
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Key-to-Tape Data Recorders,

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Emphasize the need to "space fill" all columns of ..he record that
the identifier does not occupy.

Demonstrate the operating procedure. Show what happens when the
record is not found.

Explain why the tape must be backspaced and'read again before
verifying the found record.

Assign projects that, will provide practice in operatin procedures
and familiarizationwith the numeric and alphab is eyb ards.
Emphasize the importance of accuracy and correct fingering
techniques. Point out that speed will come with practice.
(Ref. A and E)

Have students use the manual project which they did previously to
'- show the advantages of program control.

Demonstrate how program control saves time and results In improved
accuracy by automatically shifting t eyboard, skipping, and
duplicating data, and determining the umber of zeroes to be placed
in front of aillimmber.

Explain how the first column prograM code starts and stops the
automatic functions and denotes the.beginning of the next field.

Explain the function of the balance of field codes (keyboard
shifting).

Assign projects that give students practice in filling i

Oilt record

description farms and designing program layouts using several
different applications.

t Ng, . ; 25



Key-to-Tape Data Recorders,

CONTENT

E. Program verification.

1. Functional controls 1.

2. Procedure
a. Error detection

b. Error correction

IX. Data Entry Using Program Control

A. Program design and entry

B. Operational procedures
1. Functional controls
2. Entry procedure
3. Termination of operation

C. Application projects

X. Data Verification with Program

Control
A. Program design and entry

B. Operating procedure
;1. Functional controls

2. Verification procedure
a. Error detection

b. Error correction
(1) Single character
(2) Entire .field

c. End-of-record procedure
(1) No error
(2) Corrected record

3. Termination of operation ,

26 33

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate how to correct an error.'

Use'the projects that the students did for'pro

basis for practice in verifying and storing pr

1'eview how to design a program and enter it in

Discuss the setup for the first record of a jo

of the records.

Demonstrate the use of the shift, left-zero, s

Use the same project for program ,control that

previously did manually. This will help reinf

on the advantages of program control.

Explain the need for verification: .

, I

Demonstrate how to start the operation by fir

into memory.

Explain and demonstrate how to correct a sing
errors in a field.

Explain how to erase the error record before

record on the tape.

4
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Demonstrate how to correct an error.

'A Use the projects that the students did for project design as a

basis for practice in verifying and storing programs. (Ref. G)

ow to design a program and enter it into memory.

Discuss the setup for the first record' of a job and for the balance

of the records.

Demonstrate the use of the shift, left-zero,.skip, and release keys.

Use the same project for program control that the

previously, did manually. This will help reinforce the points made

on the advantages of program control.

Explain the need for verification.

Demonstrate how to strtthe operation by fifst reading the record

into Memory.
L .

.

Explain and demonstrate how to correct a single error and multiple

errors in a field.
,

4 ,

, .
Explain how to erase the error record before rewriting the correct

record on the tape.



CONTENT

C. Application projects

XI. Keyboard Proficiency
A. Numeric and alphabetic

keyboard drills

B. Application projects

OBJECTIVES:

f I 1
e'

!:TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
0

Have .thestudents verify the project they us
program control. Additional practice.cen co
future data entry projectp.

Emphasize the impoNianVe.of accuracy, memori
'rhythm, and correct fingering techniques. D

at the tieginnihg r!) the practice 4ssions.
Broficient, use timed'exerdises as a way of
(Ref. A/ pp. 13-21)

.

Use an autotutorial system,to help students
(Ref. Dart's Caid Punch Drills)

, ,

1<446-DISK.DATA RECORDERS ':
. 0

At the conclusion of this unit, the student should be ablb to:
v-'

Explain the function of key-to-disk recorders .

1

t

-1

Record numeric and alphatietic data using numeric and alphabetic field definition, autl
automatic duplication, and left-zero insertion .

Open a keysation in write, read, and verify modes
Perform a batch append operation 4

Verify a batch of data using single character correction and field correction
Open a batch in verify mode and make a search, delete.a record, change data, and inset
Design a record format layout that contains automatic skipping and duplicating, left
and numeric and alphabetic field definition and -enter the format through the keytatil
Attain a minimum speed.of 6,000 strokes per hour with no more than 10 correction's in,
verify assignment

3L1

.
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Key-to-Disk Data Recorders

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS r
ti

Have the students verify the project they used previously for
.lopogKam 'control: Additional practice can come from verifying s..

futtre .e data entry projects.
..-..

.

. . EmphaAze the importance of acCuracy,, memorization of the keyboard,
rhythm, and correct fingering techniques,. Do not set time §tandards
at Ithe.beginhing Of thrytteactice sessions: As tht ,students become

. proficient use, timed enrclse,s as 'a ;lay of jadgin'g'itheir competency..

(Ref'. A; pp. 13 -21) . ,

.. II.
.4'.

4,1se anaufotutorial
N

system to help
.
-students develop rhythm and speed..

(,Ref. Dart's Card Punch Drills)
A.

''

Q

KEY-TO-DI SK 'DATA ,KECORDErRS

e

is 'Unit, the studen t should/hould be able to? r
tion of key -to -disk recorders

4 0' tv

nd alphabetc data using numeric and alphaletic fipl&definition,'autbMatic skipping,4
grion,a4 left-zepoAsprtion 4

P

UNIT 6

r

n in write: read, and verify modes,,.
. ,

append
f*

operation
f data using single character correction and-fie/1d correction

verify mde and make a starch, delete a record., changq 4ta, and insert arecord
forlat layout that contains automatic skipping and duplicating, left zero - insertion,
alphabetic fieldidefiniUioli and enter the format through ehe keystatiq

,

r 4,..

spge of 6,00 0 strokes peg' hobr witli no more than 10 cOrrections;th a30-.minute timed unit-t
4 t I
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r
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Key-to-Disk Data Recor.ders.

CONTENT

I. ,Introdbction
A. Functions n,

10,..Creating.new records
w Modifying existing records

VerWing.:existing records
,

Advantages
1. Computer con dolled

0 , 2. Automatic-to at control
04

3., Qulet operation ,

4. Large capacity ;f#

g% Someoverlaplpf, operations
6. .Simplified handling of media

.

.

.

0 7. ,;Statistical feedback-.

, , ce.,

II. CoMpobents of the Key-to-Disk Sstets

A. Supervisor station

e
.:; 1. Console .

2. Printer. .

3.. ape unit
, a

4. .System residence disk
5? toMputer

0,

:
1

o

,

B. . *.

1. Di 14y .unit

. . 2. Keboard
.

e , -
.

' III. Keystation Concepts _
/ w). Operating modes

1. Write
'2.. Read
3,

.

Verify

B. Variable record length

-

C. Automatic format control'

1. I. Keybpareshifting

.
-

28 ,

..
. 1

4.. t

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Discuss briefly the various operations that c

a key-to-disk system. Detailed explanations
the specific topic is taught.

Point out the advantages of a computer contro
to checking errors, coordinating functions, at

Compare the noise level of the key-to7disk sy
keypunch machine.

Show how the total operation is speeded up b

does not handle any media.

Discuss how to initialize the system at the

Show a few sample production reportSthat can
supervisor station.

Demonstrate andexplain the data flow cycle f

tape.

Discuss the various types of keystation that
different machines.

60

Give a short demonstration of each operating
an understanding of ffie capaipilities of the s.
explanations should be given when the differe

are taught.

Compare the advantageS of a -.liable length r

fixed length concept of ca

Relate the term program tb format when aescr
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TEACHING SUaESTION§

Discuss briefly the various operations that,can be performed with

a key-to-disk system. Detailed explanations can be given when

the specific topic is taught.

Point out the advantages of a computer controlled system relative
to checking errors, coordinating functions,'and reporting statistics.

Compare the noise level of the key-to-disk system with a

keypunch machine% 1

Show how the total operation isspeeded. up because the operator

does not handle any media.
! .

Discuss how/to initialize the system at the supervisor station.

Showa few sample production reports that can be obtained at the

supervisor station,.

Demonstrate and explain the-data flow cycle from keystation to

tape,

-Disdb-Ss the various types of keystation that are available on

different machines.

Give a short deMOnstration of each'pperating mode to give students

. an undefstanding of the capabilities of the'system. Detailed

explanations should be given when, the different operating modes

are taught.

, - .
. 4

.
. Compare the tdvantages of a variable length record system with the

.

fixed length concept of cards.

Relate the term program to format when, describing this fuhttion.

,

$

4

Gr



CONTENT

L. Automatic functions

D. Keystation setup
I. Operator number
2. Batch number
3. Format number-

IV. Operating Yeatures of Keystation
A: Display unit

1.' Power'switch
2. Screen adjustments
3. Screen displays

B. Keyboard
1. Indicators
2. Mode keys '

3. Functional control,keys
4. Data keys j

V. Data-Entry Operations (write mode)
A. New batch '

1.- Opening the keystation
2. Entering data

a. First record of the
batth

b. Balance of the batch
3. Closing the batch

3(4:::)

TEACHING suGctsTroNs

Explain the concept of prestoring'the format
a number to identify each.

Explain the need for using identifying numbe
batch,,and format, Assign a permanent numbe
have him use this number for is opprator, b
number. This methadwill minimize students
other.

Explain with the aid pf a chalkboard d' ram
on a disk, and how the computer keeps Pack o
e

,

Shay how to adjust.the video screen for comf

Now the' various.messages that may appear on

7S
explain in detail about each message at this

/

Explain briefly the operation of/the keyboar
be already familiar with many of the functio
previous machines: If this is the first mac
detailed explanations for the operations that
key or keys.

4

-Enter the format for the first few assignment
Oh concentrate on becoming familiar with the

'keyStation.

Introduce the various functions of d---record
of projects-involvill":

Alphabetic and numeric data
Z Skippini

Auto lication .

Left zero insertion

Explain the special features suc
controlAfter the students have
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Key-tip-Disk Data Recorders

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Explain the concept of prestoring the formats on disks and assigning
a number to identify each.

Explain the peed for using identifying numbers for 'each operator,
batch, and format. Assign a permanent number to each student and
have him use this number for his operator, batch, and ffprmat
Ptimber. This, method will minimize studentS-,dnterfarTing with each
other.

Explain with the aid of a chalkbeard diagram the locatiOn of items
on a disk and how the'comOter keeps track of data during professing.

Show how to adjust the video screen' for comfortable viewingi:,7

0

ShoW the various messages that may appear on,,the screen. Do not
explain in detail about each message at this tine.

Explain briefly the operation of the keyboard. Students'should
be already familiar with many of the functional cpntrols'from
previous machines. If this is the first,,machine taught', hold the
detailedeplanations for the operations that utilize,the specific
key or keys.

Enter the formatrforthe first few assignments so,that the Students
cancOncentrate on becoming familiar with the operatibn,oT the
keystation.

.

T

'Introduce the various functions of a record fwmat by using a series
of projects involving:

Alphabetic and numeric data
Skipping
Auto duplication

' Left,-zero insertion'

Explain the speCial features such as auto-balance and .check -digit
control after the students have 'attained keystation proficiency.

..th3 29
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Key -to -Disk Data Recorders

CONTENT

B. Batch append
1. Reopening a batch
2. Adding records

3. Closing the batch

VI, Functions of the Read Mode
A. Examine.data just written

B. Exaekne data being verified

C. Independent read mode to scan
a batch which has been closed

VII., Automatic Tormat Control
A.. Functions

1. Recordelayout
2. Physical characterics of

field
31 Control of automatic operation.

B.. Designing a record fprmat
1. Format.layout fotm'
2., Field' descriptors

C. Entering a, record fotma
through the keystation
1, Makihg corrections

Assigning a format number

VIII.' Verify Mode
. A. Fupctions

36

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Point out that the computer keeps track of th
each batch entered so that only the batch num

for a batch append operation. List the stude

supervisbr's printer so students can check.th

List the batch before and after it has been a

Have students change to read mode, while enter
the write mode and examine the data already

disk. Show students how to backspace to the

batch and how to read/forward.
$

4

Compare the functions of 4 record format wit

on A keipunch.,

'

4 "
A'sSign a series of exerOses so to ha

familiar witfi'all the
0
design funct

o .

0
. .

Explain alternate' fprmat cOhtrolo.

,

Show how to correct'Un error if it is ct

During the entry otthe codes
After the field has. been entered

the's

ons.. T.

later tl

List-each fptAat on,the supeivivr'station p
purpose.' Cancel eaql-i',foimat so the student'

numbers for all the exexises.
,

HaVe.studentS 'record a batch of data.
demonstrate each of the functions per

Then,

orme
0



g a batch
ecords
the batch

Read Mode
just written

being verified

'tad mode to scan
h-has been closed

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS---

ilk

Point out that the computer keep track.of the format number for

each batch entered so that only the batCh-number need be given

for a batch append operation. List the students`_ batches on the

,supervisor's printer so students can check the data visually.

List the batch before and after it has been apst nded:

Have students change to read mode while entering a batch in

.the write mode and examine the data already released' onto the

disk. Show students.hOW to backspace to the beginning of the

batch and-how to read forward:

r.

Contr61 Compare the functions of a record-format with that of a program card
. .

on a keypunch.

layout
characterics of

,\

f automatic operation

record format
layout form
escriptors

,

recoH format
keystatpn
corrections

e.formar numbe?

0

Assign a series Of exercises so that the students will become

familiar with all the design functions.

Explain alternate format control at a later time.

; -Show how to correct an error if it is detected:

During
After th

e entrrof the codes
field has been entered

List each format pn the superviso station printer for checking

purpose. Cancel each format so th students can reuse the same

numbers for all theexercises.

Have 40eldents record.a batch of data. Then, use that batch to

demodtrate each of the.functions performed in,the verify, mode. .

11'11!-

4
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CONTENT

1. Checking for accuracy
2. Search operation

a. Modify a record
b. Delete a record
c. Insert a record
d. Continue an operation

B. Operati nal
1. Openi
2. Verifyi

a, Err
b. Er

procedures
the batch

g the record
r detection
r correction

(1 Single character
(2) :.tire field

3. Closing the batch

IX. Ke station Operator Proficiency
A, Numeric keyboard drills.

B.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Key-t

Discuss the net:id for the search operation:.

impractil to start at the beginning of a
NJ

Demonstrate the use of the reset and backspa
correcting errors.

Show how to close the keystation in mid-batch
procedure would be used. Emphasize the impo
the batch open when the keystation is unatten

y oar ri

Emphasize$the importance of accuracy, memoriz
rhythm, and correct fingering techniques. Do
at the beginnin of the ractice sessions.
ecome proficient, use timed exercises as a w
competency% (Ref. A, pp. 13-21)

Intersperse appli ati n projects with keyboar

Take statistical reports from,the supervisbr
students' Obtress' in speed and accuracy. Ha
each drill and project

C. Application projects
1. Alternate format gontrol
2. Special features

a. Auto-balance
b.' Check-digit control

I.

Use an autotu orial s stem to help students
(Ref. Dart's C d Purch Drills)



for accuracy
'operation

ify a record
ete a record
ert a record
tinue an operation

procedures
the batch
g the record

or detection
or correction
Single character
Entire field
the batch

for Proficiency
oard drills

Key-to-Disk Data Recorders

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Discuss the need for the search
i'llo ation. Show how it is
.

impractical to start at the beginning of a batch each time.

Demonstrate the use of the reset and backspace-field key when
correcting errors.

Show how to close the keystation in mid-batch. Explain when this
procedure would be used. Emphasize the importance of never leaving
the batch open when the keystation is unattended.

Emphasize the importance of accuracy, memorization of the keyboard,
rhythm, and correct fingeringi,techniques. Do not set time standards
at the be innin of the 13.ractice_sessions____As_thestudents

become proficient, use timed exercises as a way of judging their
competency. (Ref. A, pp. 13-21)

eyboard drills

projects

e format, control
features
-balance
k-digit control

Intersperse application projects with keyboard drill's.

Take statistical reports from the supervisor station to gauge
students! progress in speed and accuracy. Have students verify
each drill -and project.

Use an autotutorial system to help students develop rhythm and speed.
(Ref. part's Card Punch Drills)

--

31
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Glossary

Alining pin: A pin at the botton of the program drum
for inserting the drum into the socket of the'

machine.

Alphabetic field: .A field which contains letters

and spaces only.

Alphameric (Alphanumeric) field: A field which can

contain any cott'ination of valid characters
(letters, digits, special characters, spaces).

Automated data processing: A process where data are

handled with a minimum of human intervention.
The process depends on recording original

.
information in such a way that further use can

be made of it wit lout later rerecording.

Automation: A process in which work it -done with a

minimum of manual.effort, 'usually including
feedback and self%control.

Card column: One of the 80 vertical divisions of a
card, normally accommodating one letter, digit,

or special character.

Card hopper: The part of a' card processing machine
into which cards to be processed are placed.

Card stacker: The part of a card processing machine
into which cards enter after they are processed.

Code: A short representation of
numerical information or ins

Coding: -Assigning of letters, di
identify or classify data.

umn indicator: A device which
ext column to be punched.

Common 'anguage: Code language o1

ma ines can "interpret." 1

Corner cut: A diagonal cut at on
corners of a punched card.

a deck of cards uses this co
sure t' at the cards are all

Data processing: The basic funct

recording, classifying, sort
and transmitting ingormation

Duplication: The automatic punch
one card into the next, norm
a card punch.

Field: One or more columns reser
recording of data of a speci

File: A collection of rela -d re

a unit. When processing n

deck of cards related to the
aa.

1
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ss'xn which work is done wit

al effort, usually includin
1f-control!

the 80 vertical divisions of a
accommodating one letter, digit,

acter.

rt of a card processing machine
s to be processed are ; _ced.

art of a card processing mac
s enter after they are proce
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Code: A short representation of alphabetic or
numerical information or instructions.

Coding: Assigning of letters, digits, or both to

identify or classify data.

Column indicator: K device which shows the .

next column to be punched.c,

Common language: Code language or media.that various

machines can "interpret."

Corner cut: A diagonal cut at one of the two upper

corners of-a punched card: A person handling

a deck of cards uses this corner cut to make

sure that the cards are all facing the same way.

Data processing: The basic functions of the office:
recording, classifying, sorting, manipulating,

and transmitting information.

Duplication: The automatic punching of data from

one card'into the next,,norwdlly performed on

a card punch.

or more columns reserved for the
o recording of data of specific nature.

.

File: A collection, of related records treated as
.

a unit. When,processing punched cards, a
deck of cards related to the same job is a file.
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Flowchart: A graphical representation of a sequence
of operations, using a set of conventional
symbols.

Grouping: The classifying or bringing tOgether of
related records by a sorting machine.

Hardware: The mechanical, magnetic, electric, and
electrohic devices used for proessing data.

Input: Information which enters a machine for the
purpose of being processed or to aid in
processing.

Interpreting; Printing on'a card data that have been
punched into it.

2
Machine code: A code that a machine can "interpret."

Magnetiz_ disk: An input/output device and storage
meeita fffe circular disk is coated with a

substance that is capable of being magnetized.
Data are recorded as magnetic spots on tracks

Magnetic tape: Ari input/output deviCe and storage
media. A mylar: strip of tape is coated on one
side with a substance that can be magnetized.
The data are recorded as magnetic spots along
the length of tape.

,/

Merging: Interfiling in sequence two sets ofcardS.

9-edge: The bottom edge ofthe'card parallel with
the "nine" punching positions.

Output: _The results produced by a data processing
system, usually ift the form of magnetic tape,.
magnetic disk, punched cardsoor documents.

yp

Program card: A card which inst
machine to perform certain

Program drum: A cylindrical dr
program card is fastened.

Program unit: The complete mech
punch which holds the progr

Punching position: One of the 1
column into which a hole ma

Punching station: The place on
holes are punched into the

Reading station:. The place on a
the holes 'punched into the

Record: A collection of related]
processing punched cards, a)
record.

Recording media: Punched cards,
1
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are recorded to be used as :

cessing system.

Record format: A layout That sh
and physical characteristic
a record.

Reproducing: Punching data auto
set of cards into another s

Selecting: The process'of extra
of ,cams only tpose that'O6
desireddata.

Sequencing: The prOcess,of arra
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[cal representation of a sequence
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ces used for processing data.

which enters amachine for the
g processed or to aid in

ing on a card data that have been

that a machine can "interpret."

put/output device 494 storage
cular, disk is, coated with a

s capable of being magnetized.
ed as magnetic spotg on tracks

Program card: A card which instructs a card.punch
, machine to perform certain automatic functions.

Program drum: A cylindrical drum upon which the
program card is fastened.

Program unit: The cogPlete mechanism on the card
punch which holds the program drum.

Punching position: One of the 12 divisions of a card
column into which a hole may be punched.

Punching station: The place on a card punch where
A holes are punched into the card.

Reading station: The place on a card punch where
the holes punched into the card may be read.

Record: A collection of related fields.' When
processing punched cards, a single card is a .

record'.

Recording media:, Punched cards, magnetic tape,
rrrettlenierisontrrvtirich--1:1

are recorded to be used as input,to a data pro-
put /output device and storage
strip-of tape is coated on one
tance that roan be magnetized.

orded-as magnetic spots ,along
pe.

in sequence two"sets of cards.

dge of the card parallel with
ing positions.

produced by a data processirig
in the. form of'magnetic tape,

unchea cards,.or documents.

cessing system.
11,

Record format: A layout that shows the arrangement
and physical characteristics of the fields in
a record.

Reproducing: Punching data automatically from-one
set of cards into another set of, cards.

Selecting: The.process of extracting from a stack
of cards only those that contain certain
aesired data.

,A ,

Sequencing: The process of arranging cards in either
alphabetic or numeric order.
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Software: Aids supplied by manufacturers to assist
the user inefficient operation of electronic
computer equipment.

Sorter: A machine that arranges or classifies
punched cards according to a definite plan.

Source document: The original paper on which are

recorded the details'of a transaction.

Summary punching: The automatic process of punching
one card containing data summarized' from a q

group of cards. 1

Tabulating machine: A machine used for the printing-
of data recorded on punched cards. It is also

called an accounting machine.

/

12-edge: The top edge of a punch

Verification: The.process of the
of data which is recorded.

Verifier: A machine which is use
accuracy of recorded data.

Unit record: A record in which a
ing each item in a tranacti
one card.

Zone punch: One of the top three
in a card column (12, 11 or

4



!_ed by manufacturers to assist

ient operation of electronic
t.

t arras es orIolassifies
ording to a definite plan.

original paper on which are
ils of a transaction.

automatic process of punching
ng data summarized Trom a

machibe Used for.the printing
on punched cards. It is also
Arng machine.

12-edge: The top edge of a punch_card.

Verification: The process Of Checking the accuracy
of'data which is recorded.

Verifier: A machine which is used to check the
accuracy Of recorded data.

Unit record: A record in which all the data concern-
ing each item in a transaction are punched into
one card.

Zone punch: One of the top three punching positions
in a card column (12, 11,or X, and 0).
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